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Driftbolaget and Compaq in partnership
Driftbolaget, together with Compaq and other strategic partners, have teamed up to offer a
tailored hosting solution for complex web applications. Built on a partnership between
established technology companies, the StartPaq offers companies a fully scalable solution for
their site hosting requirements.

"The concept is not unique. What differentiates StartPaq is the added value for the customers in the
long run” says Hans Ristner, CEO at Driftbolaget. “StartPaq is a great addition to our core service
offering. It gives Driftbolaget the opportunity to target smaller companies with the same quality of
service it has been providing to larger corporations. StartPaq will operate as a digital nursery,
providing small projects with a fully scalable, cost-effective solution that will grow with their
requirements.“

This cooperation has been an initiative of Compaq Computer in Denmark and sees Driftbolaget
strengthen its strategic partnerships with Compaq, Microsoft and Oracle.

StartPaq is based on Compaq´s standard products, Business Critical Servers and Industrial Standard
Servers along with software from Microsoft and Oracle.

“StartPaq is initially launched in Denmark, but we expect similar operations to soon be implemented
in our Hosting Center in Stockholm”, concludes Hans Ristner.

For further information, please contact:
Hans Ristner, CEO Driftbolaget, tel. +46 (0)709-95 47 06 hans.ristner@driftbolaget.com
Conny Hertzberg, Marketing Manager, Driftbolaget, tel. +46 (0)709-95 46 23,
conny.hertzberg@driftbolaget.com

Driftbolaget is a hosting service provider enabling digital businesses on the Internet with a complete offer for hosting of
Internet applications and complex web sites. The company, which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Framfab, has specialized
competence within server technology, security, broadband communication, e-commerce and distribution of IP-packages.
Driftbolaget is situated in Stockholm, Lund, Gothenburg and Copenhagen and with data centers in Stockholm, Lund and
Copenhagen.

Framfab is a global Internet services company whose mission is to create new business for the network economy through
strategic consulting and digital services. Framfab differs from other influential players by creating added
value for its customers with separate business divisions that compliment the core offering of the Internet services company.
These divisions are Hosting, IT Consulting and Integration, Software and Framfab Labs for Research & Development.
Framfab currently runs operations in Austria, Bulgaria, Denmark, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Switzerland,
Spain, UK, Sweden, Germany and the US.

Many well-recognised global companies work with Framfab: 3M, AstraZeneca, AXA, Bosch, Carlsberg, Electrolux, France
Telecom, IKEA, International Red Cross, Gore-Tex, Groupe Pernod Ricard, Kellogg, Packard-Bell, Nike Europe, SAAB,
SAS, Viag Interkom, Volvo. Framfab is listed on the OM Stockholm Exchange's Attract 40 List (ticker FTID).


